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1 International Traffic of Arms Regulations Disclaimer
Due to ITAR Defense regulations, the information detailed in this thesis will not be exported
outside of the continental US according to ITAR Regulations 121.1, Category 4, paragraph H:
(1) Flight control and guidance systems (including guidance sets) specially designed for articles
enumerated in paragraph (a) of this category (MT for those articles enumerated in paragraphs
(a)(1) and (a)(2) of this category);
Note to paragraph (h)(1): A guidance set integrates the process of measuring and comput-
ing a vehicle’s position and velocity (i.e., navigation) with that of computing and sending com-
mands to the vehicle’s flight control systems to correct the trajectory.
This system is not designed nor intended to be used as a weapon, rather stabilizing a high-




High power rockets could become dynamically unstable due to outside disturbances after take-
off. The instability is augmented when the rocket is "slow" off the launch rail, which happens
when the thrust-to-weight ratio is less than 5:1. Due to these reasons, the objective of this
project was to design and build an active control system that will make sure the rocket follows a
straight path all the way to apogee. This will be done through a model-based design approach,




High-power rocketry – a hobby popularized in the late 1950’s after Sputnik’s launch – is sim-
ilar to model rocketry. The major difference between the two, however, is that higher impulse
range motors are used. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) defines a high-power
rocket as one that has a total weight of more than 1,500 grams and contains a motor or motors
containing more than 125 grams of propellant and/or rated at more than 160 Newton-seconds
of total impulse. Figure 1 1 compares different sounding rockets’ sizes; our rocket would be
located at the leftmost side of the chart.
Figure 1: Sounding rockets size chart.
Outside disturbances could make such high-power rockets dynamically unstable, causing it
to deviate from its desired flight path or destroy itself. An example of the behavior due to dis-
turbances is weathercocking, which happens when the rocket has a low-thrust-to-weight ratio
(5:1) and flies at a low velocity from the launch rail. This causes the rocket to turn towards the
wind’s direction. One way to make these rockets dynamic stable is by roll stabilization, which
essentially involves making the rocket spin at high RPM along its longitudinal axis to create
1https://www.wff.nasa.gov/code810/vehicles.html
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a high moment of inertia capable of resisting outside disturbances. However, this method is
found to be undesirable because sensors may struggle recording data and undisturbed footage
of the ascent flight is desirable in most cases. The purpose of this project is to design an ascent
flight control system for high-power rockets that will actively stabilize a rocket’s attitude, so that
it remains within 5 degrees from the ascent flight path while reaching a maximum altitude of
3,000 [m]. Such constraint was used because according to safety regulations imposed by the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR), multistage projects require that rockets remain within
5 degrees from the vertical position. Moreover, both the pitching and yawing motion will be
kept at less than 0.01 rad/s in order to minimize the weathercocking effects. Lastly, this control




Key populations were interviewed in this project: Hobbyists, educators, and researchers. Slow
rockets are defined as having a thrust-to-weight ratio between 1 and 3. Since an adequate veloc-
ity is not achieved before leaving the launch rail, the wind encountered easily causes the rocket
to deviate from its vertical path; therefore, the control system must correct and/or prevent such
deviations. This specific need is very important because, as many interviewed customers noted,
hobbyists design multi-stage rockets, and for such projects it is required that the rocket stay
within a tight band of < 5 degrees from the vertical axis for safety reasons. Moving on, another
need is that the control system must eliminate roll because of the desire to capture footage of
the ascent flight. The last major need is that the control system must be light enough, so that
no significant weight is added to the payload. Related to the mass of the system is its size; the
control system must fit in a typical size for high-power rockets, which start at a minimum di-
ameter of about 3 inches. Current products similar to the project were researched, but there are
no examples commercially available potentially due to ITAR regulations. Table 1 shows relevant
findings on the preliminary assessment from an interview with Paul Reed, a hobbyist
3
Table 1: Sample data found from the interview with Paul Reed.
Customer: Paul Reed Interviewer: Valeria
Affiliation: Tulsa Rocketry Date: 10/23/17
Contact Info: trprefect@gmail.com Type of User Hobbyist, Edu-
cator




The rocket going straight
up because of multi-stage
projects; no roll is de-
sired because of camera
on board
Rocket flies vertically
No roll to capture footage
Type of payload
required?
Any system needs to
fit within the existing
air frames sizes in high
power rocketry
Payload fits within commercially used sizes
The system needs to be
light to achieve maximum
altitude




Many rockets have cam-
eras installed to capture
the ascent flight with no
roll
Rolling motion eliminated and vertical flight
Accuracy Due to safety reason,
many multi-stage
projects are required
to stay within < 5 degrees
from the vertical
Rocket stays within 5 deg. from vertical axis
and educator; its general interpretations to customers needs shown in Table 2. Needs im-
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portance hierarchy is shown with primary needs listed in bold, secondary listed below. Impor-
tance rating is shown with asterisks (*** being the highest) and latent need with exclamation
mark (!).
Table 2: Interpretation of data acquired from interview.
Hierarchy Need
*** Rocket is stabilized once it leaves launch rail, even at low speed
** Stabilization works with low thrust-to-weight ratios (3:1)
*** No rolling motion
*** Rocket flies vertically
* Rocket’s stabilization stays within < 5 degrees from the vertical axis
*** Actively stabilized through ascent
! Rocket is stabilized no less than previous designs with fin stabilization
! Rocket’s stabilization achieves maximum altitude possible wrt its mass
* Stabilization agrees with payload purpose
** Rocket provides stable platform to take pictures/video
*** Payload fits within commonly used sizes in high power rocketry
*** Payload is light and does not add significant mass to the system
* System’s cost agrees with the efficacy and cost
** Active stabilization system cost lies under the cost of existing systems such as in
Multitronix.
At the end of this market analysis, the most appropriate end user are hobbyists and poten-
tial researchers who look for improved flight performance. Therefore, the design requirements
defining this project are based on standards for high power rocketry competitions.
Project design requirements (PDS) were defined and seen in detail in Appendix B.
The project is best outlined with the following user scenario in which the person using the
rocket studies its flight performance once the system is installed. Figure 2 best explains the
5
user scenario that hobbyists experience. The customer’s rocket is positioned in the launch raid
and the electronics are turned on. The rocket is launched and recovered per rocket motor’s
specification. Later, the retrieved data from the payload can be analyzed in a computer.
Figure 2: Illustration of user interaction with the device.
Functional Analysis
The different subsystems that compose the project are: control system, the electronics payload
and canard fins, the rocket body and the propulsions system. Figure 3 illustrates the intercon-
nection between these systems. The battery will be powering the electronics bay, which houses
the control system. Once the motor is ignited, the rocket will experience aerodynamic forces,
which in turn cause moments about the rocket’s center of mass. It is when the control systems
adjust the canard fins to make sure the rocket does not roll and it stays within its desired flight
path. This will be achieved with the help of sensors that will provide information to the control
system via a feedback-loop. Those sensors will tell the control system when apogee has been
reached, which will then deploy the parachute in order to safely recover the rocket.
6
Figure 3: Subsystems and their interaction with each other
5 Preliminary Rocket Design
5.1 Sizing of Engine Motor to Determine Body Dimensions
To get a preliminary size of the motor to satisfy the altitude requirement of 3,000 m, a form of


















(m0 −m f ), (1)
where g0 is the acceleration due to gravity at sea level, Isp is the specific impulse of the
motor, m0 is the rocket mass just before launch, m f is the rocket mass after burnout, and ṁe is
the rate of change of propellant mass. Eq. 1 computes the maximum theoretical height that a
rocket can achieve given parameters for a specific motor. In addition, it must be noted that in
this particle model, drag is not considered in Eq. 1, therefore no geometric parameters for the
rocket are needed. Through an iterative process done in Matlab, the theoretical altitude for a set
of 57 motors was calculated given their parameters. To choose a suitable motor, the maximum
altitude was plotted versus the propellant mass me and its mass flow rate, ṁe as shown in Figure
4 and 5.
Based on Figure 4, the L1100 motor was chosen because it reached a maximum altitude
of 4,865 [m] and had one of the highest mass flow rates 1.4 [kg/s]. After choosing the motor,
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(a) Altitude versus propellant mass. (b) Altitude versus rate of change of propellant mass.
Figure 4: Results from solving rocket equation without drag.
a body diameter of 4 inches 10.12 [cm] was chosen. Factors that contributed in deciding this
diameter were payload geometry limitations and rocket kit availability. At 4 inches, the body
tube is large enough to accommodate all the control system hardware. In addition, rocket kits of
this body dimension are commercially available; this would make it easier for the team to obtain
a rocket kit from any vendor. Once the diameter of the body was chosen, the coefficient of drag
and cross-sectional area were calculated. The equations for determining the drag coefficient
and frontal area are listed in Section 5.5. Knowing the coefficient of drag, a form of the rocket
equation with drag was then implemented; the form used is as follows:





m0−ṁe t − g0si n(γ) 0 ≤ t ≤ tbur n
ḣ =V si n(γ) 0 ≤ tapog e
, (2)

V̇ =−12ρCD A V
2
m0−ṁe t − g0si n(γ) tbur n ≤ t ≤ tapog ee
ḣ =V si n(γ) 0 ≤ tapog ee
. (3)
Eq.2 is first evaluated from the time of ignition to the time after burnout, which for the motor
selected is 2 [s]. On the other hand, Eq.3 is evaluated during the coasting phase, which is after
burnout until reaching apogee. Using Matlab®ODE45 solver, the piecewise function was solved
numerically and the results are shown below.
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Figure 5: Plot of altitude versus time during coasting phase.
As Figure 5 shows, the maximum altitude is about 3,079 [m], which is just above the altitude
target. Based on this result, it was concluded that the AeroTech L1110 is, indeed, the right motor
for our purposes.
6 Rocket Design Geometry
As previously mentioned, the rest of the rocket geometric parameters were determined based
on the body diameter. Multiple mediums and techniques were implemented in order to find
a working design. The techniques implemented included using geometric relationships in lit-
erature, particularly from Gordon K. Mandell in Topics in Advanced Model Rocketry. A Matlab
program was also implemented, relating static stability and geometry. Lastly, the use of open
source software OpenRocket for model rocket design and launch simulation contributed into
the calculations verification. However, inconsistent results failed to infer a reliable solution;
therefore, assumptions and approximations were implemented discussed in detail under as-
sumptions.
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Figure 6: Initial CAD model.
The main goal to achieve with these dimensions is for the rocket to be statically stable by
maintaining a static margin stability between 1 and 2 body calibers. Static margin stability be-
ing the distance between the center of gravity and center of pressure in terms of body calibers,
or body diameters. This value is used to characterize the static longitudinal stability and con-
trollability of aircraft and missiles. This range ensures control over the rocket’s trajectory to
maintain stability and avoid serious disturbances later studied during control system design
phase.
Other than the stability design constraint, drag reduction is the main concern to maximize
flight altitude. The dimensions of the chosen rocket components and manufacturing of the
canard fins is described in the following sections
6.1 Canards
The canard fins are additional fins added to the body of the rocket after and in front of the tail
fins. In aeronautics, canards perform various functions, from lift induction and drag reduction
to improvement in stability and/or aircraft control. For our project, the canard fins’ primary
purpose is to serve as control surfaces directed by our control system that minimize uninten-
tional oscillation the rocket experiences during flight. The gyroscope of the control system as-
sesses the orientation of the rocket, and the control system uses the servos to adjust the canard
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fins to counteract rolling, yawing, or pitching of the rocket.
The canard fins of the rocket use a symmetrical clipped delta airfoil shape design. General
delta wings and fins resemble the shape of right triangles, with the trailing edge of the fin being
perpendicular to its root edge; however, a clipped delta fin has the lower corner trimmed off, as
shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: CAD model of the canard fin design.
The actual purpose of this swept edge is to move the shockwave very high-powered rock-
ets experience after going supersonic, but since our rocket does not ever achieve supersonic
speeds, the cut is instead used to help reduce weight of the canards and minimize overall load
on the shafts that connect the canards to the control system. The reasoning behind a clipped
delta design for our canard fins was to help reduce the amount of drag on the rocket. In an
issue published by Apogee Rockets, a simulation for a subsonic rocket using various fin shapes
was conducted, and it was concluded that the clipped delta fin experienced the lowest drag at
a zero-degree angle of attack2.
There are a few differences between a typical symmetrical clipped delta fin airfoil and our
airfoil. Our rocket’s canards have a more rounded leading edge than a typical symmetrical
clipped delta fin. In addition, bulk of the canard fin is placed towards the front at the lead-
ing edge instead of the fin’s center. Furthermore, our airfoil profile tapered straight towards the
2Peak of Flight Newsletter, Issue 442, entitled "What is the best fin shape for a model rocket?", by Apogee Rock-
ets.
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trailing edge, while the standard clipped delta fin is more curved and swept aft. Finally, the
trailing edge of our delta fin is left a straight edge, while the typical symmetrical design has a
sharpened edge. These differences can be seen in the side profile views of both airfoil designs,
as shown below in Figure 8.
(a) Side view of typical symmetrical airfoil shape. (b) Side view of the canard fins’ airfoil shape.
Figure 8: Differences between airfoil shapes.
These differences made in our canard fins’ airfoil shape were primarily because of the trou-
ble in creating the canard fins from scratch. Due to the difficulty in manufacturing an almost
perfectly symmetrical airfoil, we 3D printed the canard fins for our rocket. We found that a
sharpened trailing edge on the canard fins would break off easily, which is the reason for hav-
ing a straight trailing edge instead. We also learned that due to the way plastic is layered in 3D
printing, creating an airfoil with a profile that is swept aft causes bumps on the surface of the fin
where fin thickness is small. As a result, we instead created canard fins with a straight, tapered
profile and with the leading edges being the thickest part of the fins.
6.2 Final Design
Once all the dimensions for the body parts were determined, a CAD model was constructed to
show how all the components were going to be assembled together.
Figure 9: 3D model of final rocket design.
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7 Modeling and Analysis
7.1 Static Stability
The static stability of a rocket can be defined as the tendency for a rocket to return to its original
intended flight path after launch. What determines a rocket’s static stability are its locations for
its center of gravity and center of pressure on its body. As the rocket is in flight, force from the
wind and a moment arm created by the center of gravity and center of pressure cause the rocket
to rotate around its center of gravity. The behavior of the rocket and how it rotates in response
to the wind is best described by the rocket’s static stability margin.
The rocket’s static stability margin is defined as the ratio between the distance from its cen-
ter of gravity to center of pressure and the body diameter of the rocket. Typically, a rocket with
a high static stability (≥ 1) margin tends to be more stable than one with a low static stability
margin (< 1). However, for this project, as stated earlier, the goal was to design a rocket that met
competition guidelines and had a stability margin between 1.0 and 2.0. Determining both the
rocket’s center of gravity and center of pressure were based on the individual components that
made up the aerostructure of the rocket.
Center of Gravity
The rocket’s total center of gravity is calculated by adding the products of the components’ over-
all masses with their distances from the reference line to their respective center of masses and
dividing the resulting sum by the total mass of the rocket. In our rocket, the tip of the nose cone
was chosen as the reference line. Rocket components that heavily contributed to the rocket’s
total mass were taken into consideration. This included the rocket’s nose cone, body tube, the
payload (control system), and the motor, as shown below:
CGr =




Both the tail fins and canard fins of the rocket were not taken into consideration, as their indi-
vidual masses were very small compared to the total mass of the rocket.
The center of gravity for the rocket’s nose cone was determined the same way as for a cylin-




where ln is the length of the nose cone.
A cone’s center of gravity is normally located a third of its height from its base. So, since the
rocket’s reference line was made to be at the tip of the nose cone, two-thirds of the cone’s height
are considered instead.
The body tube and motor of a rocket are treated as uniform cylinders, while the rocket’s pay-
load is treated as a uniform rectangular. Both their respective centers of gravity were ultimately






In general, calculating the center of pressure requires determining the integral of pressure times
the unit normal, multiplied by the area and the distance from the reference line, then divide by
the integral of pressure multiplied by both the unit normal and area. Finding the center of pres-
sure for a model rocket, however, can be simplified. Since the magnitude of pressure variation
throughout the rocket is quite small, pressure can be treated as constant. In addition, model
rockets are essentially symmetrical around their roll axis. These two assumptions reduce find-
ing the center of pressure from a three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional cut through
the rocket’s axis.
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Thus, the center of pressure was determined from components of the rocket with surfaces
exposed to air, specifically the nose cone, the body tube, and the tail and canard fins. Similarly
to the rocket’s total center of gravity, its total center of pressure is the sum of products of the
components’ distances from the tip of the nose cone to their centers and their planform area–
their two-dimensional projected area–divided by the total planform area of the rocket:
C Pr =
dn An +db Ab +dt f At f +dc f Ac f
Ar
. (7)





dc hc , (8)
where dc and hc are the nose cone’s diameter and height.
Body Tube (rectangle):
Ab = dbhb , (9)
where db and hb are the body tube’ss diameter and height.
Tail Fins and Canard Fins (trapezoid):
At f ,c f =
1
2
ls(lr + lt ), (10)




From these calculations, the rocket’s total center of mass was located 102 cm from the tip of
the nose cone, while its total center of pressure was located 116 cm from the nose cone tip.
With a rocket diameter of 10.4 cm, these results yielded a static stability of 1.34 body calibers,
which met the intended stability margin of 1.0 and 2.0 body calibers and satisfied both our
initial design parameters and the competition guidelines initially stated in the report.
7.2 Dynamic Stability
The dynamic response of a system can be used to analyze how a system behaves under a par-
ticular dynamic force. For our rocket, determining its dynamic stability gave us a better under-
standing of how our rocket behaves after experiencing an external disturbance(s) during flight.
In addition, it helped us determine whether or not it would continue to oscillate during flight
and develop a design based on that behavior.
Damping Ratio
The damping ratio of a dynamic response is a dimensionless number that describes how os-
cillations decay in a system. In the case where our rocket is the dynamic system analyzed, we






where IL is the longitudinal moment of inertia of the rocket, C1 is the corrective moment co-
efficient of the rocket (Equation 12), and C2 is the damping moment coefficient of the rocket
(Equation 13), which is comprised of both the radial and axial damping moment coefficient, as
shown in Equations 14 and 15.
C1 = 1
2
ρV 2 Ar, f i nCN (C Pr −CGr ), (12)




ρV 2 Ar, f i n[CN , f i n(Z f i n −CGr )2 +CN ,cone (Zcone −CGr )2], (14)
C2,R = ṁ(Zcone −CGr )2. (15)
From Equations 12, 14, and 15, ρ and V are the fluid density and velocity of air while the rocket
is in flight, and CGr and C Pr are the rocket’s total center of gravity and center of pressure. Ar
is the reference area and Z is the distance from the tip of the nose cone to the leading edge for
both the fin and nose cone. Finally, ṁ represents the change in mass of the rocket due to con-
sumption of the propellant.
Originally, when considering the initial design of the rocket, we aimed for a critical damping
ratio where ζ= 1, because would minimize oscillations that our rocket would experience to one
and in the system, and the rocket would return to equilibrium in the minimum amount of time.
This type of response is, indeed, ideal for a rocket experiencing a single, significant disturbance.
However, a rocket is more likely to experience continuous, small disturbances in flight, and with
a critical damping ratio, the rocket will be susceptible to weathercocking. Instead, we found it
was better to opt for an underdamped damping ratio, in which ζ< 1; by allowing the rocket to
oscillate, weathercocking will be minimized.
Since our rocket’s velocity is changing with time, and the damping ratio is a function of
velocity, we are given a range. Thus, we found the resulting damping ratio to be between 0.82
and 0.89 (0.82 ≤ ζ≤ 0.89) giving us an underdamped dynamic response.
Homogeneous Response
A homogeneous response was first analyzed to see how our rocket would behave in an ideal
flight where there are no disturbances. The general second-order differential equation of this






+C1αx = 0, (16)
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αx is the rotational speed (angular velocity) of the rocket with respect to the yaw axis in rad/s.
Solving this differential equation gives the following general solution:
αx = Ae−Dt sin(ωt +φ), (17)
where D is the inverse time constant, andω is the natural frequency, both defined in Equations









The amplitude A and phase shift φ are constants to be determined by initial conditions. Since
our rocket is stationary just before flight and starts at an initial position of 0, A = 1 and φ = 0.
Step Response
A step response was then analyzed after a homogeneous response to see how our rocket would
behave after experiencing a step disturbance after launch. The general second-order differen-






+C1αx = Ms . (20)
The term Ms represents an arbitrary yawing moment with an arbitrary value of 0.222 N-m, acts
as a step for the system. Solving this differential equation gives the following general solution
shown in Equation 21.
αx = (A1 + A2t )e−Dt sin(ωt +φ). (21)
Both D and ω are defined the same way. Due the same previous initial conditions of the rocket,
A1 = 0, A2 = 1., and φ= 0.
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Analysis of Results
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show plots for both the homogeneous response and step response of
the rocket.
Figure 10: Underdamped homogeneous response of the rocket.
Figure 11: Underdamped step response of the rocket.
It is evident from the plots that, in both cases, the rocket experiences underdamping. How-
ever, since the range for the damping ratio is close to one, oscillations are still minimized and
still resembles a critically damped response. A more ideal range for the damping ratio would be
between 0.05 and 0.3.
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7.3 Finite Element Analysis: Mode Shapes
Modal analysis was used to study the dynamic properties of the rocket in the frequency do-
main and determine its natural frequencies should it vibrate and experience resonance. For
this project, the rocket was simulated as a six-degree-of-freedom rigid body–a solid body in
which deformation is so small it could be neglected–as it acts as a three-dimensional body with
no fixed ends or supports during flight.
A modal vibration is characterized by both a modal frequency and a mode shape. Normally,
a mode shape is numbered according to the number of half waves in the vibration. However,
since the rocket is a three-dimensional body with six degrees of freedom, the mode shape num-
ber corresponds to vibration in that translation / rotational axis, specifically the translational
x, y, and z axes and the rotational roll, yaw, and pitch axes. Table 3 shows the first six mode
shapes of the rocket and the corresponding natural frequencies. These modes and frequencies
were obtained using a frequency analysis simulation of a mesh of our rocket’s body in Solid-
works, and the material properties used in calculating these results were the Young Modulus
and density.








Being a six-degrees-of-freedom rigid body, the rocket should have natural frequencies equal
to zero or very close to zero for the first six mode shapes. As shown in Table 3, Modes 1-4 have
a natural frequency that is very close to 0 Hz. However, Mode 5 and Mode 6 instead have cor-
responding natural frequencies of 0.21 Hz and 1.31 Hz. The total deformation of Modes 5 and
6 are shown below in Figure 14 and Figure 15, with the resultant displacement scale bar shown
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in Figure 16. It is important to note that the scale bar does show the actual displacement of the
rocket, as the actual displacements depend on the input excitation, and the simulation inputs
resonant frequencies, which theoretically gives infinite displacements.
Figure 12: Deformation of the rocket at a 0.21 Hz resonant frequency of Mode 5.
(a) Deformation of the rocket at a 1.37 Hz resonant frequency of Mode 6. (b) Scale bar.
Figure 13: Mode shape results.
It can be seen in comparing Mode 5 and Mode 6 that the displacement in Mode 5 shows the
rocket body expanding across its body axis.
Because the natural frequencies of Mode 5 and Mode are two and three orders of magnitude
larger than the natural frequencies of the previous mode shapes, it was inferred that these two
nonzero frequencies were the result of incompatible meshing in the modal analysis simulation
of the rocket. Mode 5 and Mode 6 correspond to two of the three rotational axes of the rocket,
and these two axes therefore have inconsistent meshing. It is difficult to conclude, nonetheless,
which axes (roll, yaw, or pitch) have inconsistent meshing based on the deformation across the
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body of the rocket shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
7.4 Drag Coefficient and Digital DATCOM
In order to theoretically determine the aerodynamic coefficients of the whole rocket assembly,
the rocket was divided into three distinct sections: the top, which included the nose cone and
concealed parachute; middle, which included the canard fins and upper half of the body tube;
and bottom, which included the motor, tail fins, and lower half of the body tube. Calculations
were done in Matlab for our initially chosen rocket dimensions, and they were modified until
we achieved our desired stability margin.
Drag
The equations used for determining the coefficient of drag force on the rocket are obtained from
the Mandell book for advanced rocketry. The main components of the rocket that contributed
to the drag force are the body, base, tail fins, and canard fins. In addition, there is also drag
induced by the interference effects between the body and fins.
Friction Force Coefficient:
In order to calculate the drag on the rocket due to viscous friction, the friction force coefficient





when Re ≤ Rec ,
0.074
Re1/5
− BRe when Re ≥ Rec ,
(22)








and Re and Rec are the Reynolds and critical Reynolds number, where the former is given by
this equation:




with ρ, V , L, and µ being the density of the air, the apparent velocity vector, the characteristic
dimension, and the dynamic viscosity of air.
Body Drag:
The drag on the rocket’s body is calculated using the following equation:













C f , (25)
where lT R, lb , and ln are the length of total length of the rocket, the length of the body tube,
and the length of the nose cone, and db and dd are the diameters of the body tube and base of
the rocket.
Base Drag:







Tail Fins / Canard Fins Drag:
Fin drag on the rocket at a zero attack angle is determined by the following equation:




)4n A f p
πd 2f
, (27)
where T f is the fin thickness, lm is the true length of the fin from inner to outer edge, n is the
number of fins, and A f p is the fin planform area.
Interference Drag:
Finally, the drag due to interference effects between the body and fins of the rocket is deter-
mined by the following equation:




)4n(A f p − A f e )
πd 2f
, (28)
where A f e is the exposed part of the trapezoidal fin area.
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Total Drag:
Thus, the total drag force coefficient of the rocket is the sum of each of the drag coefficients
from each main rocket component:
CD =CD( f b) +CD(b) +CD(d) +C D( f ). (29)
Results:
The total drag force coefficient of the rocket was calculated to be 0.15 at a zero attack angle. This
value matches up with the Open Rocket simulation, verifying our code.
Digital DATCOM
The rest of the aerodynamic coefficients – dynamic and control derivatives, to be more specific –
were determined using Digital DATCOM. Such aerodynamic coefficients are a function of both
Mach number and angle of attack; therefore, DATCOM determined the dynamic and control
derivatives for different combination of Mach number and angle of attack to make the 6DOF
model more accurate. Digital DATCOM is only for airplane configuration, which means that the
rocket had to be treated as a body-wing configuration. Because of this, only two front canards
could be included, while the other two were omitted. Due to ITAR regulations, which were
mentioned earlier, results for the dynamic and control derivatives will not published on this
paper.
Figure 14: DATCOM Model.
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7.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics
With the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics, the team was able to gain a much deeper un-
derstanding of the fluid flow around the whole aerostructure. Gaining this knowledge was ex-
tremely important because analysis of the system’s response and calculations of the aerody-
namic coefficients was done with assumption of subsonic flow. Therefore, it was imperative to
check that this assumption was correct in order to make sure the results acquired were correct.
Figure x and y show the results of such fluid flow computation.
Figure 15: Fluid flow around one canard fin.
Figure 16: Fluid flow around the entire body at maximum velocity.
As can be seen from both Figure 15 and 16, the flow around the main body components
stays within the subsonic region, validating the assumption made to conduct the analysis.
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8 Flight Dynamics
To design the control system, a 6 degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) mathematical model of the flight
dynamics was constructed in Matlab®Simulink. It is 6 degrees because of the three parameters
needed to fully describe the translation motion (x,y,z), in addition to three more parameters
needed to describe the rotational motion (p,q,r).
For the 6DOF simulation, the entire rocket assembly (minus control system) was analyzed.
Such assembly includes the aerostructure, canard fins, rocket motor, and payload weight. The
external environment that has been applied only includes the wind profile. This is sufficient
for the external environment because flight dynamics are greatly affected by the wind than any
other outside factors. The modeling approach for the flight trajectory of the rocket using 6DOF
was Simulink. As for the assumptions made, there were many assumptions that were needed
to be made in order to greatly simplify the modeling approach. Some of the most important as-
sumptions made were that the angle of attack is small in magnitude (< 5 degrees), the Coriolis
acceleration due to the earth’s rotation is neglected, the thrust force only acts longitudinally, the
aerostructure is a rigid body, and the inertial frame is a flat earth.
8.1 Six Degrees-of-Freedom (6DOF) Mathematical Model
Before proceeding to the equations of motion, all the reference frames that are used for the
model must be introduced. As mentioned earlier, a flat earth frame is used as the inertial frame
for the system. This frame is located at the launch pad, and it is denoted by the subscript, e; i.e.,
nothe inertial frame is denoted by (Xe .Ye , Ze ) The structure and body frame are attached to the
rocket. The structure frame (is , js ,ks) has its origin at the tip of the nose cone, while the body
frame (i , j ,k) has its origins attached to the center of mass of the rocket. Refer to Figure 17 for a
better understanding of the frames
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Figure 17: Inertial frame and its relationship to the structure frame and body frame.
Rotation Kinematics and Rotational Matrix
The rocket, soon after taking off, may experience outside disturbances such as wind. The wind,
combined with asymmetries in the body, cause torques about the rocket’s center of mass, which
most often cause the rocket to experience angular motion. Not to mention the effects that a
spinning earth has on this motion. Looking at Figure 18, the angular rate vectors are shown on
the rocket in the body frame. It must be noted that the aerodynamic forces act about the center
of pressure.
The Euler’s rotational equation of motion of a rigid vehicle is given as follows;
−̇→
H = −̇→T , (30)
where
−̇→
H is the angular momentum vector and
−̇→
T is the total external torque applied to the
center of gravity of the vehicle. Eq. 30 may also be written as
−→
H =−→J ·−→ω , (31)
where −→ω is the angular velocity vector of the rocket (−→ω = p−→i +q−→j +r−→k ), and −→J is vehicle’s
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Figure 18: Body rates shown in the body frame.
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Jy x Jy y Jy z
Jzx Jz y Jzz
 . (32)
With Eq. 32, the rotational equation of motion becomes:
−→
J ·−→̇ω +−→ω ×−→J ·−→ω =−→M aer o . (33)
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However, as can be noted from Eq.34, a singularity happens when θ = 90 degrees. This
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4 = 1. The coordinate
transformation matrix to the body frame from the inertial frame in terms of quaternions is given
by the following expression:
C B/I =

1−2(q22 +q23) 2(q1q2 +q3q4) 2(q1q3 −q2q4)
2(q1q2 −q3q4) 1−2(q21 +q23) 2(q2q3 +q1q4)
2(q1q3 +q2q4) 2(q2q3 −q1q4) 1−2(q21 +q22)
 . (36)
And to the inertial frame from the body frame we have:
C I /B = [C B/I ]−1 = [C B/I ]T
=

1−2(q22 +q23) 2(q1q2 −q3q4) 2(q1q3 +q2q4)
2(q1q2 +q3q4) 1−2(q21 +q23) 2(q2q3 −q1q4)
2(q1q3 −q2q4) 2(q2q3 +q1q4) 1−2(q21 +q22)
 . (37)
Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
Right after launch, the rocket experiences forces due to gravity, the motor, and the fluid flow.
These forces must be taken into account in order to formulate a precise model for the flight
dynamics. Looking at Figure 19, the direction of each force can be better appreciated.
The aerodynamic forces are expressed in the body-axis frame as follows:
D =C AQS,
C =CYββQS, (38)
N = (CN0 +CNα)QS,
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Figure 19: Forces acting on body shown in the body frame.
where Q is the dynamic pressure, α is the angle of attack, and β is the sideslip angle, which
are defined as follows:
Q = 1
2











where Vm is the body-axis vehicle’s airstream velocity, ρ is the air density, which is a function
of altitude. Moving on, we have:
Faer o·xb =−D,
Faer o·yb =C , (42)
Faer o·zb =−N .
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As for the they aerodynamic moments about the center of gravity, they are expressed in the











where S and b are the vehicle’s reference area and length, respectively.
The gravity model for this project has been greatly reduced from the J4 gravity model. The
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Summary of the 6-DOF Equations of Motion



























































The rotational equations of motion in the inertial frame are:

Jxx Jx y Jxz
Jy x Jy y Jy z
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Looking at Figure 20, the maximum altitude (red line) achieved by the rocket is 3,065 m, which
is just above our intended target altitude. As for the angular ratesm Figure 21 shows that the
maximum pitching rate (green line) shows an oscillatory behavior throughout the ascent, which
is in accordance to the results found from the dynamic stability analysis done in Section 5.2.
Figure 20: Altitude versus time acquired by the 6DOF simulation.




8.3 Control System Design Via LQR
After verifying that the simulation results were correct, the model was linearized using Simulink’s
Control Design feature. Such linearized was done at 4 seconds in order to get the state-space
representation of the system. Then the A,B,C,D matrices of the system were imported to Matlab®
workspace, where the feedback gain matrix, K, was determined using LQR (Linear Quadratic
Regulator). The reason why LQR was implemented in designing the control system is because
the model represented a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system, therefore the con-
ventional form of loopshaping in scalar systems (SISO) could not be applied in this case.
What LQR does is it provides the optimal feedback gains to make an unstable system sta-
ble. To acquire this gain matrix, the plant must be written in state-space form ẋ = Ax + Bu, and
that all of the number of states x of the system are available for the controller. Once the feed-
back gain matrix, K, is determined, it is implemented as u = -K(x - xd ). With this, the system’s
dynamics are then expressed as:
ẋ = (A−BK )x +BK xd , (52)
where xd represents the vector of desired states, and is the input to the closed-loop sys-
tem. As seen from Eq. 39, the closed-loop system "A-matrix" becomes (A-BK)x, while the "B-
matrix" becomes BK xd . The linearized representation of the system is shown in the following
two pages. When linearizing the model, every state was given a variable. For example, X, Y , and
Z where given the variables Z1, Z2, and Z3, respectively.
Now this specific approach did not work because the team tried to force all the states to zero,
when in fact the velocity and altitude components needed to change with time. This realization
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9 Electronics Bay Design
9.1 Previous Projects
Adriano Arcadipane’s Masters Thesis in Aerospace Engineering was used as a reference in the
development of the payload. Arcadipane’s design included 1 servo to control rolling motion of
the rocket body as shown in Figure 22. Other items shown are a GPS module, a printed circuit
board, gyroscope, telemetry which form a base for the development of this project’s payload.
Figure 22: Adriano Arcadipane’s payload design
The further scope of this project also intends to control yaw and pitch axis; therefore, a
number of 4 servos are used to control each movement individually. The conceptual design
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idea was based on Arcadipane’s design to have a base understanding. Further improvements
are intended to conform the final product.
9.2 Conceptual Design
The purpose of the electronics bay is to steer canard fins with actuators based on the Inertial
Measuring Units (IMU) attitude values. The mathematical model will feed inputs into the con-
troller to calculate the error based on attitude position at any given time. This error will be
compensated by the actuators to maintain the desired rocket orientation. In addition, the elec-
tronics bay will house a barometric sensor and a logging system to record the altitude, angular
speeds, and time of the flight. A GPS module and telemetry system will communicate location
of the vehicle to retrieve the system once the rocket has landed.
A preliminary rendering of the system shown in Figure 23 indicates the concept of having
actuators controlling fins; however, further research improved the design as many factors were
later determined. Servo torque limits, power consumption, clockspeed, space and weight limi-
tations amongst other constraints contributed to a more detailed design of the payload.
Figure 23: Rendering of preliminary concept design
A first prototype was developed using a Microcontroller Arduino Nano, 4x micro servos 9g
and a IMU sensor MPU6050 from Adafruit. The code used was adapted from a 2DOF planar
stabilization system using 2 micro servos 9g. In this code, the angular axis and calibration off-
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set values of the IMU were determined for the purpose of this project as the IMU is oriented
vertically as shown in Figure 24.
Figure 24: First payload prototype
9.2.1 Servo Motors
The chosen servo motor is Hitec Model Helicopter tailrotor HS5084-MG due to its speed of 0.07
seconds per 60 degrees. In order to model these actuators, a transfer function was determined
according to its speed specifications of the form
G(s) = 1
1+τs , (53)
In the response of a unit step shown in Figure 25, the time constant τ is determined by the
point at which 63% of the time is presented.
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Figure 25: Plot of generic first order response under a unit step input. Figure depicted by Valeria Avila.
Where (td) is Delay time which is the time required for the response to reach half the final
value the very first time. Rise time (tr) is the time required for the response to rise from 10% to
90%, 5% to 95%, or 0% to 100% of its final value. For underdamped second-order systems, the
0% to 100% rise time is normally used. For overdamped systems, the 10% to 90% rise time is
commonly used. Peak time (tp) is the time required for the response to reach the first peak of
the overshoot. Maximum (percent) overshoot (Mp) is the maximum peak value of the response
curve measured from unity. Finally, settling time (ts) is the time required for the response curve
to reach and stay within a range about the final value of size specified by absolute percentage
of the final value (usually 2% or 5%). The settling time is related to the largest time constant of
the control system.
In this case, 5% settling time is considered to find τ which corresponds to
t = 3τ, (54)
where t corresponds to time, and τ to time constant as defined previously.
If t is substituted by the specification of the servo motor to be 0.07 secs, then a time constant




9.2.2 Altimeter Data Logging
The payload will include a commercial off-the-shelf altimeter to log the peak altitude reached.
Deciding factors on the altimeter architecture depend on commercial availability. The concep-
tual design includes an altimeter and data logging capabilities; however, further testing and
research is required to decide when and how data is recorded. Options include in flight altitude
logging using telemetry for live analysis fro ground control. However, this comes with its own
difficulties that must be addressed in the detailed design.
9.3 Prototype
Once the geometry from the preliminary design in Section 4 was defined, a prototype was devel-
oped using the open source platform Arduino nano board and the gyroscope and accelerometer
IMU MPU6050 from Adafruit industries. The convenience of open source platform allowed for
testing of simplified models to conceptualize the project. Figure 26 shows a prototype devel-
oped to test a simplified control system that corrected pitch and yaw.
Figure 26: First control system prototype using Arduino and MPU6050 gyroscope.
The code used in this first prototype is based on a planar stabilization platform program
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to maintain 2 axis (pitch and yaw) from disturbing a platform from its horizontal state. This
program was then adapted to maintain canard fins vertical regardless of the rocket body tube’s
orientation. The sample code is shown in Appendix C.
The Arduino nano is connected to the servo motors and gyroscope as shown in Figure 27.
A problem encountered with this initial design is that the nano was powering the servos and
the sensor; however, the current draw from the four micro servos was so high that the batteries
will drop voltage within minutes of continued use. Therefore, the next iteration shall have an
independent power source for the servo motors as described in the schematic. This prototype
is only using Microservos which tend to be less power consuming than higher torque servos;
therefore, this improvement is imperative since the system must be on for at least half hour
without interruption for data logging in launch.
Figure 27: Schematic of the connections between the components of the circuit
This prototype served as a reference to the potential designs to keep the electronics stable,
specifically the gyroscope to avoid vibrations disturbing the data recorded.
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Lastly, design variations went into the connection between the canard fins and the servo
motors. The shaft had to be designed to withstand the predicted aerodynamic forces presented
during flight on the control surfaces. The final design required a thicker fin profile to enclose a
shaft with enough clearance to avoid failure.
Once the geometry was finalized based on stability and other design requirements, the lat-
est iteration of the payload was developed. Figure 28 shows the latest payload iteration that in-
cludes the same components as the prototype with improvements such as using rubber grom-
mets to damp the vibrations caused by the flight on the electronics. This electronics bay is
enclosed with a fiber glass coupler that connects two of the body tube components of the pur-
chased kit. The fins were 3d printed and mounted as shown in Figure 28.
Figure 28: Latest iteration of the payload without canards installed.
Next steps with the payload is testing by simulating a flight and measuring the response and
strength of the fins-shaft setup. In addition, the electronics will be acquiring altimeters and
data logging capabilities to allow for in flight logging.
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Figure 29: Payload enclosed with fiberglass coupler
10 Summary and Conclusions
The analysis shows that our rocket design is both statically and dynamically stable. In addition,
every flight simulation shows that with out rocket configuration, our altitude goal of 3,000 [m]
is achieved. Although the project was not completed, the team feels confident that once the
control system is downloaded to the micro-controller, the system will behave in a similar man-
ner as the analysis predicts. In addition, it must be kept in mind that this project is the first
of its kind at SCU, and so not a lot of sources were available. With that being said, the team
strongly believes that future teams will be much more successful because they will have a solid
foundation available to them.
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11.2 Appendix B: Project Design Requirements PDS
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11.4 Appendix D: Senior Design Conference Presentation Slides
D-1
High power rockets could become dynamically 
unstable due to outside disturbances such as wind.
GOAL: Active stabilization to eliminate pitch, yaw and 
roll throughout ascent to maintain a vertical flight path 
towards apogee.
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Problem Definition
Problem Definition
Figure 3: Different methods of
                 controlling a rocket.
1
Figure 2: Pitch Yaw and Rolling 
motion.
Design Process
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION 2
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Design Process 3
Engine Selection
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION 4
Rocket equation of particle model without drag
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Engine Selection
Engine Selection
Figure 4: Left: plot showing the relationship between altitude and prolleant mass for 






















L1440 with 2850 Ns total impulse
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION 
Rocket Equation w/ Drag
Figure 5: Ascent flight trajectory during coasting phase.
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Rocket equation with drag during burnout
























= Height: 1.83 m
= Diameter: 10.18 cm
Material
= Skeleton: fiberglass
= Canard fins: 3D printed with a 
layer of carbon fiber .
Check stability
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Initial Sizing: CAD
Initial Sizing: CAD
Figure 6: CAD model created with geometric dimensions 




















Static and Dynamic Stability
8
= Determined by center of 
gravity and center of 
pressure
– Wind —  Force
– CG and CP — Moment Arm 
= w/ rotation around CG
= Stable Margin: 1-2 Body 
Calibers
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Analysis and Modeling
Static Stability
























Center of Gravity - Simplified
distance of component from reference line
weight of component
body finreference line nose cone
(4)
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Center of Gravity: 102 cm
Center of Pressure: 116 cm
body finreference line nose cone
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Center of Pressure - Simplified
distance of component from reference line
reference area of rocket
nose cone body finreference line
(5)
D-3
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Analysis and Modeling
Stability: 1.34 cal
Center of Gravity: 102 cm
Center of Pressure: 116 cm
Static Stability - Results
























ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Analysis and Modeling
Ideal Damping
= Damping Ratio 
– Describes how oscillations in a system decay
= Critically Damped (Initially)
–  = 1
– Eliminates oscillations
– Minimizes time for system to stabilize
= Underdamped (Currently)
–  < 1

























= Inputs a disturbance
 Discontinuous wind shear
 Accidental Angled Takeoff



















ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Analysis and Modeling
Solutions
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Figure 10: Underdamped step response.
Damping Ratio: Step Input:
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Analysis and Modeling
Ways to Reduce Damping Ratio
= Reduce fin planform area
= Increase rocket’s weight and/or length
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Analysis and Modeling:
Finite Element Analysis
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Figure 11: Resulting Amplitude of Mode 6




= Yield Better Understanding of the Flow Around 
the Body 
– Verification of Assuming Subsonic Speed
= Design Canard Fins
– Study drag effects on body
= Aerodynamic Coefficients
– Static, dynamic and control derivatives









































= Clipped Delta Shape
– Lowest drag at zero angle of 
attack
= Differences
– More rounded leading edge
– Majority of mass is at the 
beginning of chord line than 
middle
– Trailing edge unsharpened
= Reasoning
– Difficulty in manufacturing
– Defects in 3D printing at the 
leading and trailing edge
Figure 15: Side profile view of canard fin.



















Figure 13: Isometric profile view of canard fin.
D-5


















Figure 16 (Right): 
Computational Fluid 
Dynamics Analysis of 
Pressure Fields.
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6DOF Simulation
Figure 17: Inertial frame (Xe,Ye,Ze) and its relationship 
to the structure , and body frame.
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Assumptions
● Flat earth inertial frame
● Rocket is rigid body
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6DOF Simulation
Figure 18: FBD of forces acting on the body.
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The total forces expressed in the body frame are:
The total forces expressed in the inertial frame are:
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6DOF Simulation























The rotational equations of motion in the body frame are:
where the moments are defined as
and the inertia tensor is defined as
Assembly
Testing
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION 
Open Loop Simulation Results
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Open Loop Simulation Results
Figure 21: Position of the rocket measured in 
the inertial frame.
Figure 22: Pitching, yawing, and rolling rates of 
rocket in the body axis.
Maximum Pitch Rate 8.6 deg/s
Max Angle of Attack 8.0 deg
Projected Altitude 3,028 m
Max Downrange 670 m
31
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Control System Design
33
The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is a design technique used 
to calculate the optimal gain matrix, K. The state-feedback law is 
written as u = -Kx, which minimizes the quadratic cost function:
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION 
which is subjected to the system’s dynamics 
Flight Dynamics
Full State-Feedback Control System 
Reasons to use LQR:
● Forcing the state to approach zero
● System is MIMO, therefore PID 
cannot be used
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Hardware Conceptual Design
Figure 24: Hardware used in Adriano Arcadipane’s Roll Stabilization Project
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Construction of Control Hardware
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= 1x IMU 6DOF MPU6050
– Gyroscope 
– Accelerometer
= 1x Arduino Nano Board
– Up to 16 MHz Clockspeed
= 4x Hitec HS5084MG
– Digital Servos, Metal Gears
– 3-pole Bearing Type 
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Figure 28 (left and right): Hardware Prototype
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION 
Control Hardware Prototype
41



















= Deploy finalized controller to hardware
– Compile Simulink Controller into C code using Embedded 
Coder
– Deploy verified code into Arduino platform
= Calibration of sensors
= Test response of the controller























Requirements Units Datum Target Range
Current 
Values
COTS L-M Motor 
Total Impulse
[N*s] <50,000 640-5,129 2,850






Payload Weight [kg] >=4 4 .750
Payload Geometry [U] 1-3+ 1-3+ 1.5
Datum: Intercollegiate Rocketry Engineering Competition Guidelines
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Verification and Validation
Meeting Specifications
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Building the Rocket
46
Figure 29: Sanding the rocket 
components before applying epoxy







































Figure 31: Final Payload with Teensy microcontroller and final rocket
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION Testing
Next Steps
48
= Deploy finalized controller to hardware
= Add altimeter data logging to payload
= Launch test with and without stabilization system

















































































































Calculations of Drag and Axial 
Force Coefficient of Rocket
Results:
Method:
Figure 38: Free-Body Diagram of Forces 
on a Rocket
D-10
= 1x IMU 6DOF MPU6050
– Gyroscope 
– Accelerometer
= 1x Teensy 3.6 Board
– Up to 180 MHz clock speed
= 4x Hitec HS5084MG
– Digital Servos, Metal Gears
– 3-pole Bearing Type 
– (4.8V/6.0V) 21/26 Torque 
kg/cm
= Data logging capabilities!
ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT STABILIZATION 
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Figure 24: (Right) open-loop poles, 
                 (left) closed-loop poles.
Figure 26: Gain matrix, K






































11.6 Appendix F: Business Plan
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Abstract 
The plan is to develop a product for the amateur community. This product will facilitate any 
research and/or educational practices that come with the use of sounding rockets. This product 
will be easy to use, and will use minimal assembly steps. In addition, the product will require 
little to no knowledge about electronics or programming in order to use it properly and 
effectively. Lastly, but most importantly, the product will follow ITAR regulations in order to 
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Introduction 
The product dimensions will be about 4 inches in diameter, and 8 inches long. This will be the 
standard size, but modifications to the system could be easily made so that the control system could fit in 
any high power rocket body structure. The team believes that this is imperative since amateur rocketry is 
already an expensive hobby, and hobbyists are not going to be willing to buy a control system for every 
rocket size they have. The market for this product is very narrow since it will target to just amateur 
rocketry. On top of that, not every amateur rocketry will see the need for this product. As of right now, 
the team believes that the total personnel needed to create an effective product is 4: Sales representative, 
test engineer, mechatronics engineer, and manufacturing engineer. The sales representative would be 
tasked with processing all the invoices and accounting. The test engineer would be mainly responsible for 
testing the hardware and software to make sure the control system is operating properly without any 
flaws. The mechatronics engineers would be responsible for research and development to always keep 
improving the product. Lastly, the manufacturing engineer would be in charge of manufacturing specific 
components for the control system to make sure they meet the needs of the product. 
The competition for a product like is not really present. From the research the team has done, 
there only exists one similar product -- called Multitronix -- that commercially available. The 
difference between that product and our product is the price. Our competitors’ product price tag 
is in the thousands of dollars, while we have projected our control system to run anywhere 
between 200 to 300 dollars. 
  
Goals and objectives of the company 
The goals for the company is to be known within the model rocketry world. Many already well-
established vendors already exist, so the company needs to make its presence known. This can be easily 
accomplished by attending rocket launches, and our sponsoring university rocketry programs like SCU’s 
for example. A quantitative goal is to sell 100 units in the first year, and double that number the second 
year. This would give us a profit of about $45,000 for the first two years. The team hopes that as 
production of the control system scales up, it will bring down the cost of the item, further increasing our 
profits. Another goal is to facilitate advances in aerospace engineering, and make young people interested 
in science and technology 
 
Product Description 
This product is an customizable controller that attaches to model rockets to effectively 
stabilize their trajectories. This product can be adjusted to the rocket diameter of the customer’s 
choosing and must be calibrated to their needs. The final product would have a user friendly 
interface where they can turn it on before the flight and once the rocket is recovered, data can be 
retrieved from a MINI SD card and analyze in any computer. 
Anybody who has ever flown a model rocket understands the limitations of small scale 
rockets i.e. wind disturbances that can cause a rocket to deviate from its vertical trajectory. 
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Therefore, this product is the perfect solution to anyone interested in stabilizing their flight 
actively and analyzing their flight data. 
 
 
Potential markets  
Another potential market for this product is the airplane model market. The team has 
learned that the are hobbyist out there who launch an RC place that is attached to a rocket. 
Before the rocket reaches apogee, the RC plane detaches from the rocket and glides back to 
earth. In addition, many RC planes need some sort of control system in order to help stabilize the 
plane during maneuvers. The team planes to modify the existing control system to meet their 
needs. 
 
Service or warranties 
The product will have guarantee on the software, but limited on the hardware. Because 
the canard fins will be sticking out of the body tube, it makes them vulnerable to damages after 
the rocket hits the ground. For example, the connecting shafts from the servos to the canard fins 
could become bent from the hit. Because of this, the product will have full warranty before the 
first flight is done, which means that if any component of the control system is not working 
properly then the customer can exchange it for a brand new one. After the control system has 
been flown, a limited warranty on the system is placed, which only includes the software. 
 
